10 Revenue Rush Strategies
Actionable Ways for Change Makers, Thought Leaders and Visionary
Entrepreneurs to Produce a Cash Infusion in Their Small Business
1. Host a Buzz Worthy Sale
One of the fastest ways to boost your cash flow immediately is to host a sale. Especially if you have an
email list, you can quickly get money in the door by offering a 50% off on one of your prized offerings.
Tie your sale into a holiday or special event and be sure to limit the time you offer a discount.

2. Partner Promotions
If you’ve exhausted your own list or don’t have new leads coming in fast enough, think about aligning
with other experts who serve your same target audience. Often called a Joint Venture or a Strategic
Partnership, you can promote your offerings to their prospects and split the proceeds!

3. Rate Increase
Most service-based business owners are underpricing their offerings so this is a must-do! Increase your
rates or raise your product price and you’ll not just boost revenues but your profits too. Try tying this
into the sale and announce your prices will go up so your target clients can lock in at discounted rates!

4. High Ticket Offer
A high ticket offer is a premium offer that might include an in-personal day with you or an exclusive high
end mastermind group. By offering a package that is a higher price, you can generate five and six figure
months quickly. Think about a $2,500 - $10,000 offer (or if you are already there put together a $25 $100k offer.)

5. Group Offerings
Another way to quickly increase revenues is to offer a “one to many” workshop or group experience
(like we do in the MoneyDNA Mastery program.) Not only will you be able to scale your impact but now
you can increase your hourly income generation exponentially.
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6. Inexpensive “Tasters”
This might seem to be the opposite of a big cash infusion, but by offering a small fee taster (think under
$20) you might rack up a lot of little sales that lead to a few bigger investments. Many reluctant
prospects just don’t know enough about you yet to feel confident in a bigger purchase. By providing
them a small initial offer and delivering massive value, you can win them over to the bigger sales!

7. Creative Financing
One of the big obstacles for a sale over $75 can be overcome by offering payment plans. The good news
is this is a quick way to increase sales (and recurring revenue) by offering a two, three or even eleven
payment plan (longer payment plans are for bigger programs that are delivered for one year.)

8. Point of Sale Upsells
An upsell is adding additional items to someone’s shopping cart before they check out. Think of it like
GoDaddy.com offering you several additional web related items to add to your purchase. I’m a fan of a
point of sale, one-time special price for adding a complimentary service or product – and you can boost
a sale by 33 – 57% with this one technique!

9. Cross-sell and Downsell Options
A downsell is typically targeted to a non-buyer – by simply offering them a lower priced alternative or
“taster” to overcome their buying resistance. A cross-sell is also targeted to a non-buyer but is
positioned with a different solution. Both can pack a punch in the revenue department by focusing on
recouping “lost sales.”

10. Front Load Payment Discounts
A front load payment discount is typically reserved for high ticket offerings. The idea is to discount the
price significantly (at least 10%) when the client pays in full. This type of cash injection tool allows you to
get a lot of money in the door quickly.
Now one thing to consider is how can you build a business where you can count on predictable,
consistent cash flow doing what you love most?
I’ll show you how to create a business designed for profitable growth with the Profit Explosion Toolkit
-- that way you can design a business that performs better year after year.
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